
QCA Board Meeting Minutes for Sept. 22 from Pat Nowazek:

I.  Meeting called to order at 7:30 
Directors in attendance: Richard, Dalyce, Philip, Alex, Jerry, Claire, Tina, Barry, 

Pat, Cam
Public in attendance:  Len Ballard

II.  Secretary selected - Pat 

III.  General Provisions Steering Committee Session 
Recommendations:

1. Nuisance:  Agreed that there is sufficient public demand for a general 
nuisance clause.  Discussion led to a choice between a) a specific, 
enforceable set of nuisance rules, b) a non-specific definition of nuisance 
with a local arbitration panel to make resolution recommendations to the 
RDCS, or c) a combination of the two.  It was also suggested that the 
complainant be required to gather support from some minimum number of 
neighbours.   We settled on choice a) using the Cortes nuisance clause 
edited to limit complainants to surrounding residents.  No minimum number 
of neighbours will be required to lodge a complaint but the complainant must 
have approached the offending neighbour before coming before the panel.  
Although “QCA” will not in the bylaw wording, the QCA will volunteer to form 
the arbitration panel. 
Motion to accept this item - Philip, 2nd - Claire, All agreed. 

2. Overlap with higher levels of gov:  adopted the recommendations 
discussed to date (on the last Recommendation List Worksheet)

3. Junkyard/Autowrecking:   adopted the recommendations discussed to 
date (on the last Recommendation List Worksheet) but change the label to 
“Recycling/Reuse Depot”

4. Garbage Storage:  decided to define garbage as non-recyclable, non-
reusable refuse and to add a single regulation stating that “all garbage 
stored on a lot must be generated by activities on that lot”.  No time limits or 
other regulations will be recommended as the general nuisance regulation 
will cover the other aspects of garbage and outdoor storage.

5. Marine Residences:  decided to recommend the adoption of the OCP 
clause as is.  The term permanent allows for the current live-aboards to stay.  

6. Mobile Home Parks:  decided to recommend the adoption of the OCP 
clause as is.  If change is desired it can be tackled in the next OCP review.

7. Airstrips:  decided to recommend that the current Bylaw clause should be 
corrected to reflect the OCP which states that commercial airstrips should be 
prohibited and private strips discouraged.  We will further recommend that 
private strips be considered on a case by case basis and require a 



development permit.  Emergency strips will be exempt. 

Motion to accept the whole list -  Richard, 2nd - Philip, All Agreed.

Richard will write up the recommendation list adding an introduction which 
describes the rational for the recommendations and request that no 
additional substantial changes be made without an equally rigorous public 
process or complete OCP review.
Of course this does not include corrections or updates of maps or reference 
documents and organizations...
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IV.  Treasurer’s report - no change

V.  APC report:  
1. Sharpe’s property at end of Schooner road has been removed from ALR 
and a rezoning application was presented and supported.  (Barry remarked 
that this would have been a great opportunity to establish a sewage system 
in the harbour area but it was not considered) 
2.  An application to allow the development of a bed and breakfast at the end 
of Bull Road is being considered.
3.  Thor Peterson has applied for permission to explore tidal and current 
power.  This was supported.
4.  A fish farm applied for expansion of it’s lease area to allow for extended 
moorage lines.  Not supported on the basis the new lines would block too 
much of the passage.
5.  An application to develop a new dock in Gowland Harbour was 
presented but was unclear and more information was requested before 
consideration.  

VI.  Steering Committee Reports:  
1. Heritage - no report
2. Tourism - Pat meeting with Chamber of Commerce on Oct. 4.
3. Aquaculture - Presented and accepted at last board meeting.  Ready for 
formatting and publication
4. Silviculture - Jerry has been working with the committee and consulting 
with the Regional District.  He is confident that a reasonable compromise 
can be arrived at regarding the implementation of the OCP Silviculture 
clauses.  Will be ready to present before our next meeting.
5. Commercial/Industrial - Have now completed the industrial portion of their 
recommendations and will be ready to present before our next meeting.  The 
major industrial recommendations will be to decrease the min lot size to ¼ 
acre and to eliminate buffer requirements between industrial properties.  The 
small lots will make starting an industrial business less expensive and will 
allow more industries on the existing industrial land.  This group also spent a 
lot of time discussing the development permit process.  Their main objection 
it that this is a process that is set down in a separate bylaw that applies to the 
whole regional district and consequently is not suitable or practical on 



Quadra.  They would like to see a separate Quadra permit process.  The 
board agreed that this is a worthy project but outside the scope of the zoning 
bylaw project.  Add it to the list for next year. 
6.  Agriculture - Dalyce presented her recommendations - see the DI article 
for details.
7.  Home Occupations  - will have their final meeting next week and be ready 
to present before our next board meeting

Aquaculture and Agriculture will be published in the next DI and posted in 
the Cove and in Heriot Bay.  Richard and Dalyce will work together to 
condense the recommendation lists and add introductory statements.

VII. Next meeting:  Terry requested that we move meetings back to Tuesday’s as 
he has a course on Wednesday, so meeting will be Tuesday, Oct 26, 7:30PM at 
Aroma.   


